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Solido Elite WR is inspired by nature, 

reflecting an atmosphere of rich structure, 

wildness, and unpredictability.

Made in Germany using the most modern 

of production methods in one of the 

world’s largest laminate factories, our 

collection has options suitable for every 

floor space. Whatever your style or 

space we the perfect choice – from light 

Scandinavian floors to natural tones and 

even sophisticated dark tones.

The right flooring choice 

will set the mood of a 

space and create moments 

of appreciation for design 

and interiors.

live in the moment

identity
by Belgotex®
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features
DESIGNERS CHOICE 
Solido Elite WR offers a choice of wood designs for a look you’ll love.  

The finest in style and durability with a selection to complement any colour 

palette for any space. 

EMBOSSED DESIGNS 
Realistic embossed finishes with a 4 sided microbevel gives a textured finish 

whilst reducing noise and delivering excellent insulation and comfort underfoot.

SUITABLE FOR WET AREAS 
Solido Elite WR  is suitable for wet areas with wear, scratch and stain  

resistant qualities requiring low maintenance giving a fit for purpose and 

visually pleasing flooring solution.

NATURAL LOOK COLOUR SELECTION 
Crafted to capture the elegance of nature with an appearance of beautiful 

natural woods for stunning interiors.

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE
Manufactured under a quality and environmental system certified as  

complying with ISO 14001. Solido Elite WR receives the Blue Angel Certificate, 

an ecolabel which recognises products that are environmentally friendly and 

the entire life cycle of the product is taken into account and any impacts on the 

environment and health are fully considered during development. 

The ISO 14001 is an internationally recognised standard that sets out the criteria 

for an environmental management system. It provides a guideline for hard 

flooring manufacturers on how to enhance their environment performance 

and manage their environmental responsibilities in a systematic manner that 

contributes to the environmental pillar of sustainability. Solido Elite WR also 

receives the criteria required for air quality, slip resistance, reaction to fire and 

acoustic performance. 
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Denver 52357

Boston 52355

Georgia 52347 Oakland 52344

Dakota 52352 Seattle 52348 Houston 52349

Memphis 52343

colours
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Solido Elite WR’s Megaloc Aqua Protect assembly system is based on the innovative 

Megaloc Aqua Protect solution.  It is an effective barrier against water penetration. 

It is a simple, convenient and tool-free assembly system. One of the most important 

features that differentiates Solido Elite WR from other products is the Isowaxx® 

coating a sealant that prevents moisture from seeping into the joints of the flooring. 

locking system

Colour-coordinated Angled Bevels

Overlapping Bevel

Swell resistant High-Density 
Fibreboard (HDF) Backing

Hydrophobic Edge Coating

Durable Force Locking Connection
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specifications

Environmentally 
Responsible

Residential
Warranty

4-sided 
microbevel

Commercial 
Warranty

Designers
Choice

Suitable for
Wet Areas

Natural look
colour selection

Embossed
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Construction Classenboard HDF, High-density fibreboard (ML 2.0)
Locking System Megaloc® Aqua Protect
Surface Protection Isowaxx®
Finish Embossed

Plank Size 192mm x 1285mm
Tiles per Carton 8pcs / 1.973m²
Total Weight 7096g/m²

Total Thickness 8.0mm

Wear Layer Thickness 0.1mm
Slip Resistance DS (EN 13893)
Electrical Propensity ≤2kV (EN 1815)
Fire Rating CRF ≥4.5kW/m² (ISO 9239-1)

Surface Soundness ≥1.25N/mm²  (EN 311)

Thermal Insulation ≤0.07W/mK (EN 12667)

Underfloor Heating Suitable

Wet Areas Suitable (ISO 4760:2022)
Residual Indentation ≤0.05mm (EN ISO 24343-1)
Light Fastness ≥4 (EN ISO 4892-2)
Formaldehyde Group E1 (EN 717-1)
Resistance to Staining 5 (group 1 and 2), 4 (group 3) - (EN 438)
Wear Resistance IP ≥4000 cycles (AC4) - (EN 13329 Annex E)
Castor Chair Resistance no damage with type W after 25 000 cycles (EN 425)

Impact Resistance Small - diameter ball ≥ 12 N / Large - diameter ball ≥ 750 mm  
(EN 133329 Annex H)

Thickness Swelling ≤12% (ISO 24336)
Locking Strength FI0.2 ≥1.0kN/mm / FS0.2 ≥2.0kN/mm (ISO 24334)
Movement of a Furniture Leg No damage with type 0 (EN 424)

Abrasion Grade AC 4

Classification Class 32 Commercial Medium

Stair Rating Suitable

Warranty 20 Year Residential Warranty / 10 Year Commercial Warranty

Environmental Blue Angel Certified  
GREENGUARD Gold Certification  
A+ Emissions 
EN 14041
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BOX EDGE 8mm

Anodised Aluminium Floor Finishing Trim for edge capping floating floors.
Covers the expansion gap between the floor and walls, carpet, sliding doors 
and entrance mats.

COLOURS AVAILABLE 

Champagne, Matt Black and Matt Silver

TIMBER ANGLE END 8mm

To match the Floating Floor Box Edge Trim.

COLOURS AVAILABLE 

Champagne, Matt Black and Matt Silver

Distributed by Gilt Edge Industries Limited.

trim options
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Asphalt ACTION

Coco-Fibre Mats Wipe immediately with 

a paper towel or cloth. 

The area should then be 

washed using a damp 

cloth or sponge.

Crayons

Lipstick

Nail Polish

Paints containing acetone

Permanent Marker Pens

Rubber Mats

Shoe Polish

Solvent-based paints

Spices

Tar

Varnish

The following substances can cause discolouration:

Solido Elite WR is low maintenance and has specially 

impregnated grooves and a hydroscopic coating to 

protect the timber planking and uses the glueless 

Megaloc® Aqua Protect assembly system that ensures  

a watertight seal between the planks.

Regular Cleaning

To clean sweep up any coarse dirt, dust and other dry 

particles using a dry soft broom and/or a vacuum cleaner 

with a hard floor attachment as required. Dirt particles 

which adhere to the flooring should be cleaned using a 

floor wipe or wrung-out mop.

General Instructions

• Areas in contact with furniture should be protected by 

using pressure absorbing underlays or furniture sliders 

to prevent surface damage.

• Chemicals of all kinds such as solvents, medicinal 

drugs, disinfection agents, hair dye, tea, fats, pencil,  

or marker ink can permanently stain your flooring.

• Avoid direct contact to the flooring of products 

manufactured using dyed rubber, such as dirt 

absorbing rubber mats, caps on furniture, dyed  

rubber furniture feet as they can stain your flooring.

• Avoid direct contact to the flooring of products 

manufactured using terracotta, such as plant pots.

• Avoid direct contact to the flooring with hot materials, 

such as cigarette ash, hot oils, radiant and fan heaters.

• Do not mix cleaning products, they may not  

be compatible.

• Clean your flooring product using clean equipment.

• Remove excess and water spills immediately to 

prevent slips and falls.

• Do not use heat or steam mops on your flooring.

• Do not drag furniture or heavy objects across the 

surface of your flooring.

Cleaning Frequency

All flooring is subject to natural wear in accordance with 

it’s use, regular cleaning and using approved cleaning 

products will keep your flooring looking and performing 

at it’s best for longer. 

For flooring in low use areas, such as living rooms clean 

every 2-3 weeks or as required. For cleaning in moderate 

use areas, such as entrance and hallways clean every 

two weeks or as required. Heavy use areas, such as 

commercial installation clean weekly or as required.

cleaning and 
maintenance



The colours shown may vary slightly from the 
actual product and should be used as a guide only. 

CONTACT US
P.   0800 377 753
F.   0800 377 754
W. belgotex.co.nz
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